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Guest Column

Location determines
service provider
By Emily Baer

Several times a week, the cooperative receives inquiries from people who
want to have Somerset Rural Electric
Cooperative (SREC) as their electric
provider. Some examples of these
inquiries go like this:
“Could you please explain to me
what determines if your service is
SREC or a neighboring electric provider? How does it work?”
“I am building a new house; could
you tell me if you are the service provider in that area?”
“Hello. My current electric rate is
high, and I heard SREC offers lower
rates. What do I need to do to become
a customer there?”
For most people, their electric provider is not a high priority. If they can
flip the light switch, warm up leftovers
in the microwave or take a hot shower,
they are not giving much thought as to
who provides their electricity. And to
be honest, growing up, I never thought
about who supplied the electricity to
my parents’ house either. That is, until
I began working for an electric company and purchased a house on my own.
My parents’ home is located along
Buckstown Road in Stonycreek
Township on cooperative lines. We
lived only three houses and less than
one-quarter mile from my great-grandmother’s house, but sometimes one
house would have power and the
other wouldn’t. During times like this,
I questioned how that could happen.

The answer was simple. Her home
was served by the neighboring electric
provider and we had SREC. But why,
when we lived so close to each other,
didn’t we get our electricity from the
same company? The answer involves
something called territorial boundaries.
In Pennsylvania, territorial boundaries for each electric supplier were
established in 1975. Basically, a snapshot in time established each utility’s
boundary. Prior to territorial boundaries, each utility typically had its
own set of poles and wires, often right
beside each other. It was becoming a
rat’s nest of wires with a maze of utility
poles cluttering the roadsides. After
the boundaries were established, the
law mandated all future development
be served by the closest utility provider in order to eliminate redundant
investments in infrastructure, improve
quality and service, and lower overall
costs.
If you live within our service territory, yes, you can have SREC. In fact, if
you live within our service territory, by
definition, SREC is your only electric
service provider. You might still get
random telephone calls from energy
companies offering to save you money
on your electric bill, but you can just
ignore them because you are a member
of SREC, and SREC has the lowest and
most stable rates compared to nearby
electric service providers. l
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Co-op substations – What’s really
behind the chain link fence?
By Emily Baer

What is an electrical substation?
An electrical substation is part of an
electrical generation, transmission,
and distribution system that transforms voltage from high to low, or
the reverse. To help provide a better
understanding of how electricity gets
to our members, we must first understand where that power comes from.
The first step of how power gets to
your home is generation. The electricity that is provided to our members comes from a vast assortment of
generation stations. These generation
stations are powered by nuclear, coal,
gas, oil, wind, solar or hydropower.
The second step is transmission.
Once the electricity is generated, it
needs to have a path or lines to be
transported through. Transmission
companies are also often referred to
as the suppliers. For Somerset Rural
Electric Cooperative, FirstEnergy is
the transmission supplier and delivers
electricity to all 18 of our delivery
points.
The third step is distribution. This
is where Somerset REC gets involved
in the process. We are known as a
distribution service provider, and the
last link in the chain of entities that
contribute to getting the power to our
members. The cooperative does not
generate the power that it supplies to
our members, but instead purchases it
through another source. Below is a list
of Somerset REC’s delivery points and
some special notes of interest.
1. Arnold – Currently serving 759
accounts. The parcel of property for the
Arnold Substation was purchased in
May 1980 with the construction of the
substation starting shortly thereafter.
This was the first substation for the cooperative where the supplier provided
the cooperative with 115,000 volts of
energy. Since that time, the cooperative
has built an additional five substations
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FORT HILL SUBSTATION: Constructed in 2016, the Fort Hill Substation is the most recent addition
to Somerset REC’s service territory. It currently serves 2,692 members.

serviced at 115,000 volts or
more. Another interesting point
is that Arnold Substation also
was the first substation where
the cooperative became involved with getting the electricity generated from wind turbines
back onto the electrical grid. Although the wind turbines have
since been decommissioned,
they have been replaced with a
unique battery storage system
that is currently in operation.
2. Bando – Currently serving
276 accounts. Bando, built in
1939, was the cooperative’s
first delivery point. Located
along the Mud Pike and near
the intersection of the Water
Level Road, Bando originally
served members as far away as
Maryland. Although this delivery point still plays an essential
part in the overall system, its
current service area has been
dramatically decreased in size.
3. Clay Run – Currently
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BANDO SUBSTATION: Located along the Mud Pike
near the intersection of the Water Level, this historical
substation, the Bando Substation, was the first delivery
point to members of Somerset REC in 1939. It currently
serves 276 members.

to the power grid.
12. Markleton –
Currently serving as a
backup station.
13. Mason Dixon –
Currently serving as a
backup station.
14. Pride – Currently
serving 2,215 accounts.
Pride Substation was
primarily constructed to
fulfill the growing load
demands of the coal
industry.
15. Ralphton – Currently serving 687
accounts.
16. Seven Springs –
Currently serving 3,292
DELIVERY POINTS: The cooperative system is comprised of 18
accounts. Seven Springs
delivery points stretching from Addison to Ogletown to deliver safe,
Substation was primarreliable power to members. Currently, 12 substations are serving
ily constructed to fulfill
members, while five substations are used for backup. The remaining
the growing load desubstation is solely used as an interconnection point to transfer electricity produced by the Lookout Wind Farm to the power grid.
mands of Seven Springs
Mountain Resort and
serving 566 accounts.
the surrounding area.
4. Edie – Currently serving 547
17. Shade – Currently serving as a
accounts.
backup station.
5. Fort Hill – Currently serving
18. White Horse – Currently serving
2,692 accounts, it was constructed in
as a backup station.
2016 and is our most recently added
There are six substations that
delivery point. Fort Hill Substation
serve as high-voltage stations. These
was constructed primarily as an interhigh-voltage stations supply at 115-kV
connection point to transfer electricity
(1,000 volts) or greater. They are
that was being produced by the Ringer
1. Arnold – 115,000 volts/115kV
Hill Wind Farm to the power grid.
2. Fort Hill – 115,000 volts/115kV
6. Forward – Currently serving 859
3. Forward – 115,000 volts/115kV
accounts. Forward Substation was
4. Lookout – 115,000 volts/115kV
constructed primarily as an intercon5. Pride – 115,000 volts/115kV
nection point to transfer electricity
6. Seven Springs – 138,000
that was produced by the Forward
volts/138kV
Wind Farm to the electric power grid.
The remaining delivery points are
7. Glessner – Currently serving 455
supplied at 23kV-25 kV.
accounts.
Operations Manager Doug Glessner
8. Hays Mill – Currently serving
explains the pros and cons of delivery
1,242 accounts.
point voltages.
9. Indian Lake – Currently serving
Historically, the higher the delivery
480 accounts.
point voltage, the more reliable it is.
10. Listonburg – Currently serving
There are several reasons for this, inas a backup station.
cluding one major factor, funding.
11. Lookout – Serves Lookout Wind
“A comparison that I use to help
Farm. Lookout Substation was conexplain this is like comparing traveling
structed solely as an interconnection
on an interstate highway compared
point to transfer electricity that was
to traveling on a smaller state rural
produced by the Lookout Wind Farm
route,” Glessner explains. “Typically,
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comparing the interstate highway to
high-voltage lines, they are going to be
built heavier and better maintained, in
part due to the funding that is available to them. Likewise, the state rural
route and lower-voltage lines will still
get you where you are going; however,
they tend not to be built as heavy nor
do they tend to receive the same funding as the bigger systems.”
Of course, this would be considered a
good point for utilizing the higher-voltage system. Just as in the highway example where there is a typically higher
volume of users on an interstate highway, because of the higher number of
accounts being supplied by a high-voltage system, when it goes down, more
people are negatively affected. Therefore, that is one reason why Somerset
REC has backfeed delivery points, or
substations, available. l
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